
Call to Ashland Police - July 2, 2013 - 11:19 52

Dispatcher: Ashland Police recorded line

Caller: Hi. My name is Joe Hennessy I am an attorney. Um, I had met with 
Andrew Stiglione, I think that’s the last name, on a couple occasions.

Dispatcher. Okay

Caller: He’s been sending me texts and um I don’t know if the officers are outside 
of his house right now but if you could just tell the officers to use caution.
I can’t tell you exactly what he’s been texting me

Dispatcher: Hold on -

Control to all units on scene Use caution I have an attorney on the line 
who is receiving texts from that party

Okay, I know that you can’t tell me what he is saying

Caller: But just tell the officers to use caution there.

Dispatcher: He can’t tell me what is being texted to him He is just saying use caution

Should we be concerned about weapons, do you think?

Caller: He has not texted me that anything about weapons -

Dispatcher: Okay

Caller: But he has texted me that, um, about harming police officers.

Dispatcher: Okay-

Caller: So I just want the officers to be aware of that.

Dispatcher: The texts made reference to harming officers.

Okay. Can I get your name, sir?

Caller: It’s Joe Hennessy.

Dispatcher: Joe Hennessy. Okay. Cause I - Actually we have our canine there.

Caller: I mean I don’t know if he has weapons. He has not made any reference 
about weapons but -
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Dispatcher: -Okay -

Caller: He has um indicated that - causing harm.

Dispatcher: Okay. I appreciate that. Is there a number where we can reach you at if we 
need to?

Caller:

Dispatcher- Okay. Thank you very much. I appreciate your call.

Caller: Alright. Have a good day.

Dispatcher: Alright.


